
THE ULTIMATE

MULTIPLAYER EXPERIENCE

FUN4FOUR GAMETABLE



Specification:
• State of the Art entertainment

for up to six players
• New games with OTM –

automatically and without
any expenditure of time

• Extra-large 42“ multi touch
screen for maximum
gameplay

• Full HD resolution
• High-quality sound system
• Coin validator
• Bank note validator (optional)
• Online connections (network,

DSL, 3G, WLAN)

Technical information: 
Power: 320 W
Weight: 137 kg 
Height: 106 cm/ 77,5cm 
Width: 118,5 cm 
Depth: 80 cm
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Fun4Four is the world‘s one and 
only multiplayer game table built 
to resist the challenging needs 
of  the out-of-home entertain-
ment market. Full of innovations 
and ground-breaking games. This 
device brings a whole new gaming 
level to your bar, entertainment 
center, club, pub or arcade. 

The most advanced 
multigame table ever.



Up to six people can play on the unique 42“ touch 
unit. Currently more than 60 games in different 
categories, tournaments and the brand new mobile 
feature boost the fun factor in every site.

Easy to use, beautiful to look at and engineered 
to take full advantage of hardware and software 
- Fun4Four comes with an amazing collection of
games for perfect entertainment. Connect your
Smartphone with the Fun4Four and enter the new
art of gaming.

A breakthrough design pushed 
even further.





Use your space multiple times
Realize incredible savings by re-using your space 
multiple times. Not only one, but up to 6 people 
can play together on one Fun4Four table. You do 
not need to purchase expensive single or two 
player machines anymore.

Games tailored to your audience
The games on the Fun4Four are not simple 
standard ones. They are specifically tailored to the 
demands of your guests. Currently, there are more 
than 60 hand-made games available.

Incredibly convenient
Convenience is most important for every guest. 
The Fun4Four is adjustable in height. Players can 
play both standing or sitting, e.g. in a lounge-chair 
or in a bar-stood.

Unique features:



Feels like a huge map
The game table is equipped with a giant 42“ multi 
touch screen. The simple feeling of handling the 
table itself - it‘s just incredible! You have to try 
yourself.

Online Terminal Management
By registering to the Online Terminal Management 
you will receive new games as soon as they are 
released, you can remotely control the device 
without going there in person, and you can check 
device performance easily, online and at any time.
Increased Player Loyalty
In future, regular international tournaments 
will be organized for Fun4Four. Thus, the 
community of players additionally increase in 
your locations. Make sure that all your devices 
are operated online with OTM. Guests can win 
great prizes and keep coming back over to a 
game.

Control games from mobile phone
Your players will go bananas once they experience 
controlling a Fun4Four game by using their mobile 
device! The incredible feeling of steering cars 
by gravity sensor is just one example of what´s 
possible.

new

OTM



Tournaments now join Fun4Four.

In 2018 we will be bringing the game even forward with the release of the 
international tournament feature for Fun4Four. It pushes new boundaries 
and give players a maximum on thrill and competition. Tournaments are 
the key to customer loyalty and increase profits for operators. 

Players have easy access to the new feature through the main menu of 
Fun4Four. They only need to enter the tournament dashboard and to 
choose their games. In addition it provides to make players heard and 
show the world their skills on Fun4Four. Players win great prices or extra 
achievements and keep coming back  to play a game and enjoy a drink or 
two. The more tournaments are promoted in your venue the more you will 
profit from. Challenge your friends and the rest of the world, fight your way 
up to the top of the leaderboards with fast matches and tournaments! 
Tournaments are for OTM operated terminals only. 





Join the next adventure

1-4Match3

Match two or more cubes of the 
same color to clear them. Removing 
large numbers of cubes at once, 
rewards powerful boosters such as 
rockets, bombs and color orbs.
All boosters can be combined 
to form even mightier ones. The 
goal is to achieve all the displayed 
objectives. Aims can be collecting, 
removing and even generating a 
certain amount of specific items.

2-6Action

Double Check is an observe and 
react cards game. - The players are 
comparing the symbols on their own 
cards with the symbol on the card in 
the middle of the table. - Discovering 
the same symbol means to react 
quickly.

1-6Strategy

Score high by placing the given 
elements cleverly inside the 4 
designated boxes. Put three equal 
symbols in a line. But watch out - 
their values differ.
Special combinations award 
bonuses. Show off your strategy 
skills and beat your opponents‘ 
scores.

new



with brand new games:

2-6Board

Dots and Boxes is a digital homage 
to the well known pencil-and-
paper game. Starting with an empty 
grid of dots, players take turns in 
adding a single line between two 
unjoined adjacent dots. The player 
who completes the fourth side of 
a box earns one point and takes 
another turn. To spice up the game, 
we added special boxes such as 
Multipliers and Bombs.

1-4Cards

Carpet is a Solitaire Game, simple but 
addictive. This variant offers a grid 
to lay out your cards - the famous 
„carpet“. To win the game stack up 
your cards on the foundations by 
suite.

1-6Cards

The well known and famous cards 
game space tower is a bestseller 
on the FUN4FOUR for many many 
years and is now also available in a 
version for 6 players.



It could not be easier or more convenient 
- register now and benefit from all
advantages of OTM.

Do not lose time on the road or in updating 
devices on the site. OTM helps you to 
save time, afford and money. In addition it 
provides a huge list of powerful features. 
Receive new games, remote control 
Fun4Four or check the performance of every 
single machine. With OTM all terminals are 
always up to date.  

Make use of this offer and benefit now: 
Register for the Online Terminal Manage-
ment. First month free of charge.

Online Terminal Management:

OTM



Remote control

New games

Free updates

Play games with devices

Remote control Fun4Four with the brand new 
OTM feature. Solve issues or make settings from 
the office or on the road. 

Fun4Four offers an amazing selection of games. 
All networked terminals receive additional new 
games from different categories. 

Sit back and let us perform the update. With OTM, 
the latest version is always installed on your 
devices without replacing the dongle.

Connect your mobile device with Fun4Four and 
enter the next gaming experience. Steer the race 
car in 5th Gear California or make the next blind 
in Texas Hold‘em HD from your phone.

New games from the Fun4Four
Community

Events and promotions 

Increased player loyality

+

All services are available around the clock and 
will help to increase cashbox results. With OTM 
you will get performance reports on the go or in 
the office, check all your machines and perform 
accounts conveniently online.

With the variety of functions OTM provides, 
you will additionally recieve games from the 
Fun4Four Community. Your guests will love those 
games.

Promote events, drink offers or tournaments. 
With OTM and Fun4Four you are able to upload 
ads that will be displayed on the table. 

In future, regular international tournaments will 
be organized for Fun4Four. Thus, the community 
of players additionally increase in your locations. 
Make sure that all your devices are operated 
online with OTM. Guests can win great prizes and 
keep coming back over to a game.

Performance reports

new

new

new
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www.facebook.com/tabaustria
www.youtube.com/tabaustria
www.linkedin.com/company/tab-austria

tab.at
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